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Value of Compilations 

 Compilations create a basis for nuclear 

data evaluations and support research. 

 Compilations are driven by 

• New results and discoveries in science 

• New rules and element names 

• Need for up-to-date databases 

 NSR compilation of Notre Dame/MSU 

work on ``Enhancement of the Triple Alpha 

Rate in a Hot Dense Medium”.  

ND/MSU, PRL 119, 112701 (2017) 



Speed of Compilations 

 Compilations should be 

performed in a timely fashion. 

 International Union of Pure and 

Applied Chemistry (IUPAC)  

assigned names to Z=113, 115, 

117 and 118 as Nh, Mc, Ts and 

Og, respectively, on November 

30, 2016. 

 As of January 5, 2017 these 

changes were implemented in 

NSR. 

 594 entries/keywords were  

identified and modified to 

reflect the latest naming 

convention. 



EXFOR Compilations in FY2017 

 Nuclear reaction data sets are 

stored in EXFOR library. 

 NNDC is a member of Nuclear 

Reaction Data Centers (NRDC) 

network: Area #1: U.S. and Canada; 

Area #2 is Western Europe + Japan; 

Area #3 is Eastern Europe, Africa, 

Asia, Australia, Latin America;    

Area #4 Former USSR. 

 NNDC has produced ~36% of 

EXFOR compilations; it is the largest 

contributor worldwide. 

 FY 2017: 98 new and 95 corrected 

entries (experiments). 



EXFOR Workflow 

 Collaboration with scientists: 

Authors asked to submit 

original data sets and approve 

compilations for EXFOR. 

 Combined international 

compilation and Quality 

Assurance (QA) efforts. 

 Use of multiple data sources, 

computer technologies and 

Web dissemination. 

 NNDC EXFOR Team:    

     B. Pritychenko +   

     2  contractors (S. Hlavac,  

     O. Schwerer) and 1 IAEA  

     Web developer  (V. Zerkin). 



EXFOR Compilation Updates  

 Updates should not diminish the 

original compilations. Please be 

extremely careful with the 

updates. 

 Work on updates conservatively, 

good intentions may result in new 

deficiencies. 

 Erroneous SF8=SPA addition 

that confused CIELO evaluators, 

reaction strings are not easy to 

code and interpret. 

 EN-MIN in keV, EN-MAX in MeV 

for tabulated data. 

 Always verify DECAY-DATA, i.e. 

for ground and isomeric states. 



Missing Data 

 Due to many historical and technical reasons not all 

nuclear physics papers and data sets were compiled. 

 We address these issues by adding missing 

references in NSR while in EXFOR we work on data 

recovery (e.g. nuclear archeology). 

 New measurements would require lengthy delays, 

contingent on a program advisory committee approval 

process, and may result in many dollars of additional 

expenses. 

 Data recovery includes optical character recognition 

and data points digitization. Both technologies work 

well with high quality images and become challenging 

otherwise.  

 Finally, we work with scientists/evaluators on 

obtaining the missing publications and data sets, if 

available. 

11153.exf: LA -3765 (1967), 

 Library Without Walls  

 LANL project 

C1850.exf: NP (1964), 

LLNL 



Status of Baghdad Atlas 

 Berkeley groups works on 

Baghdad Atlas data recovery. 

 The compilation is ready and it 

is calibrated against CIELO 56Fe 

evaluation. 

 Atlas work is published as an 

LBNL report. 

 EXFOR memo Memo CP-C/456 

and discussions at NRDC 2017. 

 We will submit it in the next 1-2 

months, as an Area #1 neutron 

contribution. 



EXFOR Database Updates 

 Previously, we had 10-11 updates per year with long interruptions 

during the summer and X-Mas. 

 Physics does not go on vocation, work never stops and the update 

frequency was a problem for our users. 

 The IAEA has changed the procedures, and now Viktor Zerkin is 

running the EXFOR updates. 

 Since October 2018 we had 18 EXFOR and 6 CINDA updates. 

 It is a recent database operation success story. 

 It is a good idea to revise some existing procedures and improve the 

EXFOR project workflow. 

 



5 Years Moratorium on Proceedings? 

 It was originally introduced per complain of 

S. Harissopulos; his submission to PRC was 

rejected because of an EXFOR compilation. 

 ENDF/B-VIII.0 release required all the latest 

data. 

 A. Wallner et al., “Production of Long-lived 

Radionuclides 10Be, 14C, 53Mn, 55Fe, 59Ni 

and 202gPb in a Fusion Environment,” J. 

Korean Phys. Soc., Vol. 59, No. 2, August 

2011, pp. 1378. 

 56Fe CIELO evaluation required the data 

that were not in EXFOR. 

 5 year moratorium should be abolished per 

CSEWG and  DNP APS Pittsburgh 

requests. 



Communicate, Communicate, 
Communicate, …. 

 We need better relations between compilers, 

EXFOR users and authors, and smooth operation 

and communication strategies. 

 EXFOR is not an IAEA project, it is an international 

project and users should know about their countries 

contributions and contact people. 

 Finally, we all should follow the rules and 

communicate when we need changes  
• M0923 -2016; M0928, M0929, M0930 -2017 were compiled 

without any consultation with the NNDC. 

• Deficiencies in C0030 and C0119 were discussed  with users 

without any consultation with the NNDC. 

• NNDC is responsible for all Area #1 data. These infringements 

should stop, the responsible centers should be contacted. 

 These examples are completely avoidable 

situations, we just have to communicate better. 



Analysis of EXFOR History Field: 
2012-2017 

Initials New 
Compilations 

Remark  In ENSDF world we know top 

performers. 

 Incomplete, model-dependent 

analysis based on a two-letter 

record in the EXFOR HISTORY 

field, all areas. 

 Lower limit because compilers 

sometimes would not write or 

miss their initials. 

 EXFOR data can be used in 

unpredictable ways. 

 Part-time people are on top. 

 Wide range of individual 

contributions even amongst the 

top performers. 

Initials New 
Compilations 

Remark 

SB 419 Gold Star 

Initials New 
Compilations 

Remark 

SB 419 Gold Star 

SH 373 Silver Star 

Initials New 
Compilations 

Remark 

SB 419 Gold Star 

SH 373 Silver Star 

BP 284 Bronze Star 

Initials New 
Compilations 

Remark 

SB 419 Gold Star 

SH 373 Silver Star 

BP 284 Bronze Star 

ON 167 Copper Star 

Initials New 
Compilations 

Remark 

SB 419 Gold Star 

SH 373 Silver Star 

BP 284 Bronze Star 

ON 167 Copper Star 

MM 139 Runner Up: Honorable mention 

Initials New 
Compilations 

Remark 

SB 419 Gold Star 

SH 373 Silver Star 

BP 284 Bronze Star 

ON 167 Copper Star 

MM 139 Runner Up: Honorable mention 

VV 120 Runner Up: Honorable mention 

Initials New 
Compilations 

Remark 

SB 419 Gold Star 

SH 373 Silver Star 

BP 284 Bronze Star 

ON 167 Copper Star 

MM 139 Runner Up: Honorable mention 

VV 120 Runner Up: Honorable mention 

VS 91 Runner Up: Honorable mention 

Initials New 
Compilations 

Remark 

SB 419 Gold Star 

SH 373 Silver Star 

BP 284 Bronze Star 

ON 167 Copper Star 

MM 139 Runner Up: Honorable mention 

VV 120 Runner Up: Honorable mention 

VS 91 Runner Up: Honorable mention 

TS 84 Runner Up: Honorable mention 



Conclusions 

 EXFOR operation in the Area #1 is in good shape; we always explore 

new ways to increase its efficiency. 

 It is always good to re-examine the existing EXFOR rules and bring 

new people. 

 We should listen to the suggestions of the CSEWG and DNP APS 

members. 

 Personal stakes of participating centers have to be raised, project 

communication and  coordination have to be improved.  

 We need work together and share all our successes and failures. We 

should not be in a situation when we feel ignored, treated unfair or 

disrespected. 



The IAEA Mission Statement 

The International Atomic Energy Agency: 

 is an independent intergovernmental, science and technology-based 

organization, in the United Nations family, that serves as the global focal point 

for nuclear cooperation; 

 assists its Member States, in the context of social and economic goals, in 

planning for and using nuclear science and technology for various peaceful 

purposes, including the generation of electricity, and facilitates the transfer of 

such technology and knowledge in a sustainable manner to developing 

Member States; 

 develops nuclear safety standards and, based on these standards, promotes 

the achievement and maintenance of high levels of safety in applications of 

nuclear energy, as well as the protection of human health and the environment 

against ionizing radiation; 

 verifies through its inspection system that States comply with their 

commitments, under the Non-Proliferation Treaty and other non-proliferation 

agreements, to use nuclear material and facilities only for peaceful purposes. 

 


